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Abstract
The U.S.Q12 Department of Defense (DoD) has, for at least 20 years, held the stated intention to enhance active
military personnel (“warfighters”). This intention has become more acute in the face of dropping recruit-
ment, an ageing fighting force, and emerging strategic challenges. However, developing and testing
enhancements is clouded by the ethically contested status of enhancements, the long history of abuse by
military medical researchers, and new legislation in the guise of “health security” that has enabled the DOD
to applymedical interventions without appropriate oversight. This article aims to reconcile existing legal and
regulatory frameworks on military biomedical research with ethical concerns about military enhancements.
Inwhat follows, we first outline one justification formilitary enhancements. The authors then briefly address
existing definitional issues over what constitutes enhancement before addressing existing research ethics
regulations governing military biomedical research. Next, they argue that two common justifications for
rapid military innovation in science and technology, including enhancement, fail. These justifications are
(1) to satisfy a compelling military need and (2) strategic dominance. The authors then turn to an objection
that turns on the idea that we need not have these justifications if warfighters are willing to adopt
enhancement, and argue that laissez-faire approaches to enhancement fail in the context of the military
due to pressing and historically significant concerns about coercion and exploitation. The article concludes
with what refer to as the “least-worst” justification: given the rise of untested enhancements in civilian and
military life, we have good reason to validate potential enhancements even if they do not satisfy reason (1) or
(2) above.
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Introduction

There is a long history of technology being leveraged for military applications. Within this, the quest to
enhance military performance extends back to antiquity.1 Warriors in the sixth century CE Ethiopia are
recorded mixing coffee berries with fat to enhance alertness and aid in long marches, although plants
containing caffeine have been consumed as far back as the Paleolithic.2 In the SecondWorldWar, Allied
and Axis forces consumed large quantities of stimulants, including methamphetamine, during battles.
Methamphetamine was a staple of fighter pilots well into the twenty-first century.3 Wars are won by
soldiers, and those soldiers are almost always on something.

Arguably, themost famousmilitary performance enhancement today ismodafinil, which allows users
to operate for up to 30 consecutive waking hours without the loss of function associated with sleep
deprivation. Modafinil, discovered by Israeli scientists and ultimately approved as a treatment for
narcolepsy, finds use in combat operations as a replacement for, and ultimately better alternative for,
the amphetamines traditionally used by fighter pilots.4 In civilian life, this enhancement effect is partially
reclassified as a treatment for “shift work disorder,” allowing individuals whose lives and work do not
allow them to get a good night’s sleep at the appropriate time. It is also prescribed, under similar auspices,
to students looking to spend longer hours studying.
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This “dual-use” in which an enhancement is used in both civilian and military contexts is reflected in
the ostensibly civilian, broader scientific effort in which enhancement (and cognitive enhancement in
particular) is pursued. The United States Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnol-
ogies (BRAIN) Initiative5 is an unclassified, civilian-led project to develop novel science and technology
development in neuroscience, but partners heavily with both the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA), which has funded cognitive enhancement research for decades, and received almost a
third of the 2016 BRAIN initiative funding, and continues to operate as a major partner in the initiative
along with the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity, the intelligence community’s version of
DARPA. Through this funding, DARPA has developed enhancement technologies as benign as
advanced training regimens using neuroplasticity, through brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) that
connect individuals’ brains to machines, or even to other minds.

The transition from basic science to application of these enhancements in humans is ethically fraught,
however, in two important ways. First, contemporary research ethics traditionally emphasizes justifying
the role of human subjects in research on the basis of a clinical illness or pathology for which an
intervention is potentially suited to resolving. In no case is this therapeutic necessity present in
enhancements, individuals typically do not receive these enhancements to cure what makes them sick.
This presents a quandary for research ethics. Rather than saying contemporary research ethics forbids
enhancement research, it might be better to say that contemporary research ethics provides little to no
guidance on the ethics of enhancement research.

Framing the problem as one of a lack of guidance is important, because the presence of an illness for
which an intervention is potentially effective is neither the only nor always the most important principle
in justifying human experimentation. Enhancements pose potentially serious risks, as biomedical
interventions can be expected to have side effects even on the healthy. In the case of treating clinical
illness, the expected side effects of an intervention are justified just in case the patient gives informed
consent and the side effects are outweighed by the expected benefits of an intervention. Yet although
drugs like modafinil are already being prescribed off label to enterprising students who wish to study
longer and harder than their peers,6 we have almost no clinical information on the risk-benefit ratio of
modafinil as an enhancement, much less its interaction with other drugs (e.g., antidepressants). What
datawe possess indicates that the benefits ofmodafinil to a personwho is not clinically sleep-deprived are
quite modest, with a moderate effect on attention, negative effect on wakefulness, and no effect on
mood or executive function. It does, however, come with potential side effects including insomnia in
non-sleep-deprived individuals, gastrointestinal complaints, nervousness, and tachycardia.7 Although
well-tolerated relative to its benefits, these may change the risk-benefit calculation for patients and
providers alike, especially for enhancement purposes, and highlight the importance of collecting safety
and efficacy data for enhancements.

The second major ethical concern with enhancements is that warfighters are a vulnerable population
prone to coercion and exploitation by virtue of their role. Warfighters are expected to accept medical
interventions that render them fit for duty, and in the past, this has been understood to include
interventions that enhance or sustain their performance.8 TheDepartment of Defense (DOD) subscribes
to the Common Rule, the federal rule that governs research with human subjects, and in addition, the
military human research protection plan forbids the presence of superior officers during the solicitation
of research subjects and demands informed consent, medical supervision, the right to end an experiment,
and an independent ombudsman or research monitor to oversee recruitment and experimentation.9

Additional safeguards include approaching potential subjects privately rather than in groups and
requiring participants to explain the information in consent documents in their own words to ensure
comprehension.10 This concern thus spans the life cycle of enhancement, from basic research to
ultimate use.

Concerns persist, however, that human subjects research and the use of experimental interventions in
the military, particularly in the realm of enhancement, will coerce, exploit, or unduly influence
warfighters.11 There are strong incentives to produce newer, better soldiers.12 The U.S. Armed Forces
are suffering from a dearth of suitable applicants. In elite Special Operations Forces (SOF), the shortfall is
approximately 400 per year. As of 2018, the average age of an SOF operator is now 38 and rising.13
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Without either a strong institutional change or a way to keep warfighters stronger for longer, the
U.S. Armed Forces’ weakest link is its personnel.14

Further complicating matters is the fact that the United States has a long, abusive history in the name
of medical innovation. The now-infamous Human Radiation Experiments were on warfighters
(in addition to pregnant women, people with disabilities, and others) without the consent or under-
standing of the subjects. This occurred despite the DOD being the first and only U.S. agency to explicitly
endorse and use the Nuremberg Code,15 and despite the creation of informed consent guidance for those
experiments—guidance which, due to the “born classified” rules surrounding fissile materials, was
classified and thus inaccessible.16 In 2003, service members sued the DOD for requiring all active
personnel to submit to the Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program (AVIP) without securing informed
consent or—in violation of its own guidelines—securing a waiver of informed consent based on military
necessity.17 That program ultimately went ahead with the assistance of the new federal Project Bioshield
Act, but the DOD would later be charged with failing to appropriately monitor warfighters post-
vaccinations and misreporting adverse event rates.18

A central problem is that the incentive to innovate in the name of national security can be a perverse
one when it is taken to trump all other moral concerns. The need to innovate for reasons of strategic
dominance has been claimed to be amoral imperative.19 Yet themoral value of strategic dominance, and
how it ought to mediate existing research ethics concerns, is not clear. Although there is considerable
work on the ethics of research conducted within a crisis, such as a large infectious disease outbreak,20

there is no direct analogy between a crisis and the kind of research enhancement constitutes. Enhance-
ment is in preparation for a potential crisis—war—but is not itself conducted in the context of a crisis.

Moreover, although there has been work conducted on the ethics of enhancement research,21 little of
this addresses the military ethical issues that intersect with the biomedical ethical issues in human
subjects research.22 This is a severe problem for assessing the ethics of military enhancement research.
Even if enhancements simpliciter might be justified under some idea of necessity, for example, what
counts as “necessary” in the domain of armed conflict is a much higher bar because it involves the use of
lethal force on others.23 And here, it may not be clear how, or in which direction a drug that increases
wakefulness, or changes metabolism, or some other effect changes the responses of soldiers in practice to
the lethal contexts in which they find themselves. Military ethics, and the use of technology in aid of
military objectives, thus faces a different set of ethical hurdles because the result of these enhancements is
making an individual or group of warfighters better at their job: using lethal force on behalf of the state
while minimizing collateral harms to civilians and friendly forces.24

In what follows, we investigate the ethics of military enhancement research, beginning with a brief
comment on the issue of defining “enhancement” and then outlining existing rules governing testing on
the military. What follows is a critical analysis of justifying research in the context of military
enhancement, targeting two specific issues. We deal first with the issue of motivating the case for human
subjects research on military enhancements, addressing two issues: (1) a compelling military need and
(2) strategic dominance. We argue that these justifications provide poor reasons. We then turn to the
issue of coercion and exploitation and argue that current accounts ofmilitary research do not sufficiently
account for the possibility that enhancement could be exploitative or coercive. We finish with a
suggestion for a different idea about the ethics of military enhancement grounded in harm reduction:
research might be the least-worst option available given military culture and the rise of enhancements in
other domains.

Definitional and Regulatory Issues: Enhancement and Human Subjects Research

Concerns about what enhancement is, and what its moral status might be, are at this point somewhat a
cottage industry in bioethics.25 A conventional way of understanding enhancement, as distinct from
therapy, is that an enhancement constitutes the increase of some living creature’s26 capacitiesQ4 beyond a
statistical norm. Enhancement is often further described in terms of medical necessity or its lack.
Although vaccines or certain prostheses such as those used by Paralympians might enhance us beyond
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certain statistical norms (e.g., resistance to a disease), they are more controversial candidates for
“enhancement” as they tend to serve some important medical need.27

We will not engage substantively in the broader enhancement debate here. On the one hand, wading
into that live debate would take us too far afield. On the other hand,military enhancement is arguably less
controversially “enhancement” than just about anything else discussed in the broader enhancement
literature. Warfighters, to begin, are typically engaged in very physically and cognitively demanding
work, and thus are already pushing up against (if not surpassing) statistical physical norms. The so-called
enhancements of warfighters are thus unambiguously extensions of existing human performance for a
group who are already extended beyond statistical norms.28

Moreover, warfighters are not subject to these interventions as a precondition of their service. Where
military medicine is predominantly concerned with returning serving personnel to active duty, enhance-
ment is the practice of conferring desirable traits on warfighters who can already do their job on par with
their peers. Enhancement here is a task of optimization of a person to a role where that person is, either
individually or as part of a group, sufficient to carry out their task.

Like most discussions of enhancement, military enhancement is a matter of degree. Advanced
prostheses may return a warfighter to duty in the future or conceivably return them to service stronger
than they were before. In Marvel’s Iron Man 2, protagonist Tony Stark foreshadows this by referring to
his mechanized suit of armor as a “high-tech prosthesis” while at a Senate inquiry. And indeed, the
DARPA program that seeks to master BCIs ultimately combat operations is the Revolutionizing
Prostheses project. So, it is possible in principle that it would be desirable for any warfighter qua
warfighter to have prosthetics just in case they are stronger than they would be without them—and an
amputee warfighter might one day be enhanced relative to nonamputee warfighters.

Nonetheless, the distinction remains valuable in terms of thinking about the differential risks that
arise in the context of using an intervention as a therapy versus an enhancement. In the context of a
therapy, a warfighter that has sustained a loss of limb might be faced with the following options:

1) receive no prosthesis and retire from the service or be assigned to noncombat duties;
2) receive a prosthesis, but have it perform insufficiently well to return to duty and also cause side

effects;
3) receive a prosthesis, and have it perform sufficiently well to return to duty, potentially with some

detrimental side effects; and
4) receive a prosthesis, and have it perform better than the warfighter’s original capacities, poten-

tially with some detrimental side effects.

In the case of enhancement, 2)–4) might be the same, but 1) would read

1’) Receive no prosthesis and continue to serve.

If we take the purpose of these therapeutic options in military service to be either (1) to restore a
warfighter to their biostatistical normal rate, or (2) to be able to perform their duties, the ranking for
one’s options in the case of prosthesis qua therapeutic option appears to be 1) < 2) < 3) < 4) (assuming
side effects are not debilitating). For the case of enhancement, however, the ranking would likely look
more like 2) < 3) < 1’) < 4) in the case of a prosthesis with some side effects, or 2) < 3) ~ 1’) < 4) in case of a
prosthesis with little to no side effects. Therapies and enhancements differ in terms of the kinds of risks
they present in part because the baseline at which individuals begin differs. Thus, at least in these
prototypical cases, the weight of the justifications available to us both in the testing and development of
enhancements differ from therapeutic interventions.

The DODdoes not currently have a policy on enhancement research, but it does have policies around
human subjects research more broadly. The DOD subscribes to the Common Rule and its subparts and
has implemented the Final Rule from the 2011 advance notice of proposed rulemaking. Moreover, DOD
Directive 3216.02 establishes a series of additional oversight mechanisms specifically for DOD funded
research. Thesemechanisms include amedical monitor that may be required to assess any component of
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the study to ensure patient safety; forbidding the presence of officers and noncommissioned officers in
subject solicitation and recruitment; andmandating the presence of an ombudsman to ensure that when
groups of participants are being recruited together, they do so voluntarily. The Directive also assigns the
responsibility for human subjects’ research to the Under-Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, and authorizes the Human Systems Directorate supervision of the DOD Office of Human
Research Protections.

Importantly, not all experimental technologies are subject to research traditionally understood. Field
testing in place of (otherwise permissible) experimental research is common and less clearly subject to
regulation. The Uniform Code of Military Justice requires that warfighters accept medical interventions
that make them fit for duty, and the U.S. government has shown a tendency to defer to commanders in a
combat situation as to whether they think some treatment is likely to do more harm than good, even if
unproved.29 In the context of experimental and potentially irreversible changes to the physiology and
neuropsychology of warfighters, this poses ethical issues regarding the risks to which warfighters can be
justifiably exposed. Moreover, it threatens to exacerbate worries of coercion: if commanders in combat
situations can order the implementation of enhancements, their subordinates are unable to refuse.

Issue 1: Therapeutic Needs

Enhancement research poses a preliminary issue because there is no compelling medical justification for
the kinds of interventions about which we are concerned. Enhancements in the military do not treat
clinical illness or otherwise restore lost function, the definitional caveats above notwithstanding.

This need not entail, however, that enhancement research is impermissible, as some have argued.30 A
strong institutional need can justify research even in the absence of immediate clinical needs. Public
health research, for example, might seek to advance knowledge of a particular risk factor for disease—or
even good health—in a way that does not immediately fill a compelling therapeutic need. More
controversially, recent discussion of human challenge studies for potential pandemic diseases has raised
the possibility that researchers might induce disease in a healthy person for the purposes of validating a
therapeutic during, say, a disease pandemic.31

What, then, is the institutional or social value of military enhancement research? The frequent reply,
for any scientific discipline in which the military is engaged, is either

1) to respond to some compelling need in normal operations32 or
2) strategic dominance.33

Modafinil is a paradigm example of the former. Warfighters can be required to maintain alertness and
executive functions over very long combat missions, sometimes going for days without sleep. Indeed,
lapses in wakefulness can be deadly for individuals and their comrades. Modafinil represents an advance
over problematic use of, e.g., amphetamines, which have considerable side effects including the potential
for addiction.34

An example of (2) would be a BCI for use piloting drones, allowing drones to be operated through a
direct neural connection.35 There is no medical need for drone operators to communicate with their
machines through a BCI; traditional instrumentation is just fine. However, in a future world in which
drone warfare, and in particular multiparty drone warfare, is the norm, a BCI might provide a strong
strategic advantage over the enemy.

That might be attractive or even desirable from a strategic perspective. It may even promote some
kind of ethically salient value such as well-being if it leads to wars that (at least for those at home) harm
fewer soldiers, cost less money, or are over faster. However, it is hardly compelling. Nothing about these
operations requires this kind of advantage. In point of fact, drone operators are some of the safestQ5

“combatants”36—at least, from enemy combatants—on the planets. They are traditionally ensconced
in operations centers in U.S. soil, and their targets are thousands of miles distant.

So, it is not clear that, all other things being equal, we would be justified in subjecting noninjured
individuals to an experimental BCI based on an uncompelling military need. In military ethics parlance,
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this kind of experiment is neither necessary (in the sense that it is the means to fulfill an aim vital to the
accomplishment of a just military goal) nor proportionate (because the goal can be plausibly accom-
plished at much less risk to the warfighter by, e.g., not implanting a chip in their brain). Enhancement
research that relies on necessity as a justification falls prey to the limits of military necessity, which are
quite high.

It might be replied that this is a reductio of sorts. If we took this logic seriously, U.S. troops would only
require AK-47s and civilian clothes to achieve parity with their enemy, a critic might say. They may even
require less than that, given howmany of them there are—some 1million active and reserve personnel. A
less hyperbolic version might note that even the greatest state military threats to the United States are
typically the U.S.’ technological inferiors.

The point, however, is not that strict parity is required, nor is it the case that the argument applies to all
military technologies. TheQ6 compelling need argument need only apply to innovation requires exposing
individuals to risk through human experimentation for the purpose of human enhancement. It may not
be necessary in, for example, justifying building a new Tomahawk missile.37 However, in imposing on
warfighters a BCI when they do not need it, say, to control a modern prosthetic,38 we need to cite a
compelling current or future strategic need.

Here, it is critical to ask how likely a future need must be to satisfy necessity. For some theorists,
imminence is internal to necessity such that necessity is satisfied only if imminence is, and imminence
admits various interpretations.39 We divide these broadly into epistemic interpretations and temporal
interpretations. According to the former, X is imminent just in case X is reasonably likely to occur.40

According to the latter, X is imminent just in case X is temporally soon to occur.41 As we see matters,
many enhancement technologies are imminently future needs under both conceptions of imminence.
That is, they are reasonably likely to be needed and will soon be needed.

An example of an enhancement that arguably meets this criterion is the creation of synthetic
microbial technology that processes ingested and inhaled toxins in the event of biological or chemical
weapons exposure. Transnational terrorist networks and other states have at times developed chemical
and biological weapons with an intended use of U.S. targets, including military targets. ISISQ7 , when still
active, famously attempted to recruit captured scientists into a biological weapons program, and Al-
Qaeda Arabian Peninsula have expressed their desire to construct biological weaponsQ8 .42 There is some
evidence, albeit primarily from assertions in memorandums released by the government of South
Korea, that North Korea may be attempting to build biological weapons in addition to its current
nuclear arsenal.43 Given that biological weapons can be almost impossible to detect and the broad
public health and strategic issues associated with a biological attack (especially an infectious attack),
seeking to enhance and thus test enhancements on a solider might be justified on these anticipatory
grounds.

Note that this is a particular and specific kind of justification for a particular class of enhancement.
Against the strong view that nomilitary encounters count as compelling, it illustrates that what counts as
compelling requires a higher burden of proof than mere desirability. This property of “compellingness,”
moreover, is continuous: things can be more or less compelling in nature. What counts as compelling is
prone to a serious set of interpretation problems depending on the actor, a problem to which we turn in
the next section.

The second reason given for technological innovation, byAmerican scholars especially and including in
the case of enhancement, is strategic dominance. By strategic dominance, we mean that in some contexts,
capacity and readiness to showoverwhelming force, or to at least convince a potential belligerent that there
is a very high cost to be borne relative to the potential gains of a sustained attack, is instrumentally rational
relative to discouraging initial or further engagements.44 Enhancement research could thus be justified on
the basis of demonstrating one’s strategic power—that one’s forces are better prepared and ultimately
better engineered for the kinds of engagements in which a belligerent would encounter them.

Importantly, this argument has also been applied to technologies that might be plausibly used in
offensive ways, but are researched for purely “defensive” purposes. The creation of new biological agent
delivery mechanisms, for example, has been defended as defensive research because it allows the United
States to demonstrate its knowledge of the delivery system and thus better defend against it.45
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A central issue for the United States, the subject of this analysis so far, is that in almost all cases,
strategic dominance is overdetermined: American supremacy in armed conflict is, at least in the near
to mid-term, not only assured, but multiply so. The United States currently has the most advanced,
most expensive military on the planet. So expensive is this military that it is greater than the sum of
next 11 largest commitments of military spending, a list including many of its allies.46 The United
States currently has no strategic equal. It is strategically dominant and stands to be so for the
foreseeable future.

Strategic dominance in a multipolar nuclear war is even less convincing than enhancement research
to fulfill a compelling military need. The United States possesses more than 6,800 active nuclear
warheads, of which 1,800 are deployed at any time, an arsenal that is less (albeit better maintained) in
the number of warheads than the Russian Federation. It is an order of magnitude more than the next
largest non-NATO country after Russia: China, with 270 warheads. The idea that strategic dominance
goals are met by any other modality, much less human enhancement, is laughable. Arguing for strategic
dominance, again, may be a more plausible justification for other military technological development,
but not as a prima facie justification for enhancement research on warfighters.

Strategists could respond in two ways. To the first charge of strategic dominance, they can note that
although currently strategic dominance exists, it may not in future, and further that in a range of
counterfactual futures, this may involve warfighter enhancement. To the second, they can note that
nuclear weapons are necessarily coarse grained, and that wemightwant availablemilitary options that do
not entail nuclear holocaust—including, potentially, enhancement. These lead us to a range of options in
which enhancement may be important for future strategic dominance that obviates the need for nuclear
weapons.

In response to this, we can note two things. To the first objection, we note that even if warfighter
enhancement is sometimes justified on strategic dominance grounds, it must be in particular ways. It
must be a future world in which something about our strategic landscape has changed so drastically that
it requires enhanced warfighters. Perhaps a BCI is justified for what DARPA refers to as “human
machine hybridization” with the purpose of humans and artificial intelligence working together to
address issues of cybersecurity in a near future war in which cyberattacks are capable of undermining
command and control of conventional war to the point that strategic dominance is threatened.

InQ9 the second case, we could envisage either a world without nuclear weapons (which seems
desirable), or a world in which armed conflict is necessary but in cases where nuclear weapons is not
considered a strategic deterrent or a plausible option for action. We take that one of the chief reasons to
possess nuclear weapons is the threat of their use against conventional or unconventional attacks on
home soil: indeed, the United States maintains a posture that a biological attack (of considerably lower
magnitude to a nuclear attach) would earn a disproportionate nuclear weapon from a belligerent. Of
course, some engagements are not directly about dominance at all, for example, enhancements that
increase the likelihood of saving one’s fellow combatants or proximal civilians. However, such engage-
ments then fall prey to condition 1): a compelling need in normal operations.

Issue 2: Coercion and Exploitation

One possible avenue to salvage these initial justifications is to deny that the prima facie justification is
necessary. After all, we might complain that if an individual gives informed consent for sufficiently
weighty personal reasons, there are no reasons to disallow individuals from participating in research.47

From this, we might think that the only thing limiting enhancement research warfighters is the
availability or dearth of an available sample.

The typical response to laissez-faire approaches to medical research is to mention coercion and
exploitation. Indeed, a popular albeit contested raison d’être of research ethics regulations is the
possibility of exploitation.48 Although the Common Rule recognizes “vulnerable populations,” warfigh-
ters are not explicitly considered as vulnerable to exploitation or coercion in the Common Rule.49

Nevertheless, there are clear and particular circumstances in which warfighters are subject to
experimental interventions that are, on their face, worthy of concern. The first is that even given the
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existence of regulatory apparatus designed to avoid human subjects abuses, warfighters are often
subjected to untested intervention as part of their marching orders. In the case of AVIP (the anthrax
vaccine), the DOD had previously argued in military courts that soldiers refusing to accept the vaccine
were violating orders. Military courts routinely suppressed evidence that soldiers were denied access to
information assessing the vaccine’s risks, saying such information was irrelevant to the “central”
question of whether they violated orders.50

DOD has attempted to address the issue of coercion through procedural means. In the main, it makes
use of ombudsmen or medical monitors at various stages of the research process. It also requires central
coordination of human research activities at an agency level. By requiring allegedly independent
observers, the forces that might lead to coercion can be countered or mitigated.

This is insufficient for a few reasons. The first it is that it is not clear what “independence”
constitutes. It almost certainly does not mean independence from DOD. This is a problem in the
context of attempting to undermine potentially coercive or exploitative forces, as only requiring
independence from the research project and not the larger strategic aims of the organization mis-
understands the problem. In the context of human subjects research including enhancement
research, it is arguably the overall strategic aims of the organization playing the strongest role in
unduly motivating participants. This is particularly acute within the parts of DOD that do the lion’s
share of enhancement or enhancement-adjacent (i.e., research that might one day lead to enhance-
ment research) research. DARPA’s specific mission is “research and development organization in
DOD with a primary responsibility of maintaining U.S. technological superiority over [America’s]
adversaries.”51 Research and engineering (R&E) are likewise to play a role here. Lockheed Martin’s
Steven Walker serves as the Chief Technology Officer of the Department and is tasked with the
imperative mission of ensuring continuous advancement of technology and Innovation within the
DOD enterprise.”52 Their central and stated goal within the organization of the DOD is to achieve
technological innovation.

The implications for this in terms of policy and advisement are compounded by the lack of medical
ethics capacity in leadership roles that supervise enhancement research. The 2018 head R&E and its
subdivision that oversees human subjects research are a mathematician who was a VP at Raytheon,
and a physicist, respectively. Responsibility for coordinating and nominating an oversight committee
falls to individuals unlikely to possess the relevant expertise in clinical research. This does not disqualify
them from leadership over DOD technology development more generally, but it is a concern in cases
where that technology development imposes risks on others and requires sophisticated theoretical and
clinical ethical competency or expertise.

A second issue of exploitation exists, however, that has yet to be discussed in the literature.
Warfighters, and in particular those in SOF, are not shy about admitting their use of any and all available
means to give them an advantage in battle. As one former operator told one of us, “This is not the NCAA.
If I can take something that helpsme get over a torn ACL, ormakes me kill the bad guys better, I’ll take it,
no question.”53 Warfighters are by and large not reluctant adopters of technology; indeed, they are very,
very eager adopters.

The problem here is that much like civilians with underserved medical needs, others can exploit
warfighter’s eagerness. The others of which we should be particularly concerned, moreover, are the
organization these individuals serve. If all warfighters want is (to use the 20-year slogan of the Army) to
“be all they can be,” then the U.S. DOD is a particularly conflicted purveyor of enhancements. This is
compounded by the loyalty warfighters may have to the institution of national security, a loyalty that in
the past has been exploited to catastrophic effect.54

A reply to this concern might be that there is nothing wrong with eagerness or loyalty as long as such
eagerness or willingness is well placed and not exploited by the relevant authorities. Yet there are strong
prima facie reasons to believe that this willingness is exploited by the services. Soldiers have been
recommended to not carry more than 50 lb of equipment, but the average soldier carries close to 100 lb
on daily operations. Approximately, 33% of all medical evacuations from combat areas being from
musculoskeletal injuries brought about by excessive weight.55 The military consistently demonstrates
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that the welfare of individuals is secondary to force effectiveness.We have little reason to believe that this
is likely to be different in conducting experiments generally or field-testing experimental enhancements
specifically.

Enhancement Research and the Least-Worst Option

Military enhancements struggle to satisfy standard reasons given for human experimentation.Moreover,
a laissez-faire approach to human experimentation is ethically problematic because of the kinds of
influences warfighters are subject to, that may lead to exploitation and/or coercion. In this concluding
section, we introduce a case for continuing human experimentation on enhancements in the military,
following the idea of a least-worst option.

The argument follows like so. Even if we were to discontinue all proposed or future human
enhancement research in themilitary, human enhancement is unlikely to stop. In particular, nonclinical
psychotropic use by civilians will almost certainly continue, and has been reported to be increasing
among young people and especially college students. The use of transcranial direct stimulation, in which
electrodes are applied to a person’s head and an electric current is passed between them, is also on the rise
in “do-it-yourself” communities.56

If enhancement is increasing everywhere, then warfighters will get their hands on it. They may do so
as civilians, while on base in the United States, or from family or friends while abroad. They will use these
enhancements—this is indeed not the NCAA, and warfighters acutely attuned to the risks of their
profession will attempt to gain whatever edge they can.

Given these realities, a few policy options present themselves:

1) conduct little to no enhancement research, only which is justified in a compelling military need or
for (a narrow interpretation of) strategic dominance;

2) conduct enhancement research in the domain of permissible civilian enhancements; and
3) conduct broad sets of enhancement research.

The last pages stand as an argument against 3). However, 2) may be preferable to 1). Research under 2)
might not be permissibly pursued exclusively as military enhancement research. However, given that
some enhancements are dual-use, there is a strong possibility that these enhancements start out in
civilian life and are later adopted by warfighters as enhancements—as part of official doctrine, or as part
of soldiers “be[ing] all [they] can be.” In this case, it may be better to conduct experiments to determine
what the safety and efficacy of those potential enhancements is, rather than allow them to go used but
unvalidated.

We call this the Least-Worst Argument. It would arguably be good if people did not pursue
enhancement research absent compelling evidence and a genuine need. However, that just is not the
case—an enhancement arms race is imminent, if not already on us.57 Thus, a pivot from ideal to nonideal
bioethical theory is called for. Contrary to many perspectives in contexts where the future is overtaking
us,58 the laissez-faire approach is neither our only nor our best option. Rather, taking seriously the
existing submarket for enhancement and attempting to validate, it is better than either excess restriction
or excess permission.

An easy objection here is that this will only push us further toward a sort of creeping laissez-faire.
However, that is less obvious than it appears. It is true that by validating existing attempted enhance-
ments, we run the risk of sending the signal that any enhancement is permissible, and that as long as
enough people want to adopt these enhancements, we are compelled to confer them legitimacy through
experimental testing. However, two competing prospects counterbalance this concern. The first is that if
we do not validate, many people could be afflicted with side effects from inappropriate use of medical
technologies or interactions with other interventions. The second is that in validating these enhance-
ments, wemay suppress amarket by showing the limited or nonexistent efficacy of these interventions as
enhancements and thereby discouraging harmful “black market” experimentation.
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Thus far, this article has remained agnostic about the question of whether we ought to enhance
ourselves simpliciter. The Least-Worst Argument preserves this agnosticism. Nowhere here is there an
argument that we should not enhance ourselves. Rather, the argument is that we ought to take seriously
that subjecting warfighters to experimental enhancements is only justified in certain cases. Research in 2)
looksQ10 more like conventional medical research or even public health research, fulfilling an important
institutional aim: protecting warfighters from doing themselves harm by applying untested and
potentially dangerous interventions to their bodies. In doing so, it satisfies (albeit in a roundabout
way) a requirement for ethical research.

Conclusion

Herein, we have argued that two important justifications for military enhancement research
(i.e., compelling military needs and strategic dominance) fail in many cases to provide sufficient reason
to conduct enhancement research. Laissez-faire approaches fail due to the strong structural forces in
military life that leave open the possibility, even with current regulations, of exploitation and coercion.
We argue that some enhancement research might be justified, however, if and because research on these
interventions is the least-worst option given their likely use.

In this argument, we have neglected a couple of other arguments for the sake of space. There are future
concerns about enhancements, not least of which who monitors an enhancement after a warfighter
retires from active duty or what responsibility the military has to maintain the quality of life for
warfighters who have been (or remain) enhanced. These future-looking problems are pressing in the
context of enhancement, but are not necessarily issues for enhancement qua research. Consideration of
those questions belongs to future articles.
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